
Introduction to the LHCb SciFi Production Database
The link to the LHCb SciFi Production Database is https://scifi.physi.uni-heidelberg.de/db/prod/.

To register please first register at the forum https://scifi.physi.uni-heidelberg.de/. After registration
is completed send an e-mail to Sebastian Bachmann (bachmann@physi.uni-heidelberg.de). When
the registration has been confirmed you may login to the database. The password you have chosen
at the forum will be valid for the production database, too.

1 Login
To login to the database follow the link given above and login via the login button at the top right.

The interface you see after login depends on your role specified by the administrator. The images
shown in this  document assume a user participating in  fibre mat production and fibre mat  QA
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measurements. By default after login you see all entries of the database you have access rights for.
You may also see the entire database if you change at the top right your role to 'read only'

2 Receiving information about an object
There are several ways to receive informations on an object. 

1. If you have an object with barcode, and/or an id: 

Click on an arbitrary entry on the left side of the menue, e.g. fibre mat. You find at the top of
the page a field 'Find by barcode':

Enter the Id and you will be forwarded to a summary page of that object:



2. You want to get an overview on all entries of a given type

E.g.  to collect informations on all  fibre spools produced by St. Gobain click on the left
menue on Fibre Spools. You will retrieve a list of all fibre spools in the database. Now
switch on the filter:



After selecting the producer St.Gobain (Bicron) a list of all fibre spools produced by that  
company is shown.

3 Creating a new entry and changing informations:
The default procedure to create a new entry (e.g. a fibre spool) is to click in the menu on the left 
side on Fibre spool and next click on New Fibre spool:

This opens a new menu. Enter the requested informations and press submit. 

A barcode  is  generated  and  you  have  to  press  a  second  time  submit.  Now  the  new  entry  is
registered.

N.B.: For some of the objects (e.g. fibre mat) there is no field New Fibre mat. These entries cannot
be created manually but are created automatic when a process is entered. For example of new fibre
mat is created whenever a winding process is entered, i.e. after selecting Winding on the left side,



clicking on New Winding and submission of that entry automatically a new fibre mat is created. 

If you want to modify the informations for an entry choose that object on the left menue, search for
the correct entry (you may use the Show Filter option for that) and click on the right side on modify.

The procedure to enter or modify informations on a process like Winding or Optical Survey is the
same as for the creation of an entry described above. 

4 Uploading files
To upload files, e.g. process slips or test results for a fibre mat choose the corresponding entry on
the left menu (Upload fibre mat process slip or Upload fibre mat QA results). Click on New Upload
fibre mat QA result and enter the requested informations. It is important not only to enter the correct
Id of the Fibre mat but also to specify what process the file is related to:
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